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Development of an Efficient RGB-D Annotation Tool for Video Sequence
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Kostas Bekris

With the prevalence of neural networks and deep learning models, more data is required to expand the domain as well as to improve the accuracy of those models. There are numerous annotation tools and software of RGB data aiming to make the labeling process less gradual and more efficient while maintaining the same accuracy as traditional methods. However, fewer such efforts have been made in the RGB-D domain. This paper provides a novel RGB-D annotation tool that is designed to efficiently generate object poses in images or video sequences. The tool is equipped with functions, such as removing background points, interactive marker, to aid annotation, as well as ICP to lower the amount of frames that need to be labeled in a video sequence.
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Introduction

Neural networks, which is one of the most popular algorithms for numerous task, such as object detection and action recognition, are hungry for data. As algorithms and machine learning models grow deeper as well as the problems that needs to be solved become more complex, the amount of data required for the models to perform ideally needs an explosive increase.

For object detection and recognition task, the renowned datasets, ImageNet and Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO), have more than 14 million and 2.5 million labeled instances respectively[1, 2], which requires huge amount of work and efforts. According to [3], the initial version of the ImageNet dataset has only 3.2 million labeled images and it still took two and a half year to finish with the help of Amazon Mechanical Turk. The task gets harder when it comes to video labeling. For human pose tracking, one of the most popular dataset, Posetrack dataset, has 550 labeled video sequences, 66,374 frames, 153,615 labeled poses and about 2.7 million labeled joints [4]. Different from image object detection and recognition, it takes more labor to label ground truth data of video sequences since the label difference between continuous frames needs to be small and smooth.

Manually labeling all the data is time consuming. According to [5], it takes 1140 seconds to label one image from COCO+stuff data for crowd sourced annotators. And for human experts annotating on tools like LabelMe, it takes about 507 seconds. It means that to label the whole dataset, 52,000 hours are needed for crowd sourced annotators and 23,000 hours are needed for human experts, which is not affordable for some small companies or individuals. Therefore, various researchers have proposed annotation tools, like Fluid Annotation by Google, that equipped with deep learning
models to help annotators and shorten labeling hours.

For labeling task of RGB-D images in video sequence, it is required to consider both location and the rotation of a given object. Therefore it rises several problems that make it a more complex task than tasks mentioned before. First, it is hard to locate the exact location in three dimension, especially when the RGB-D still has only a two dimensional view of the object. Second, occlusion makes it hard for algorithms, like iterative closest point (ICP) to perform semi-automatic labeling when there is occlusion to the object. Third, if it is possible that the tool labels data accurately without reconstructing the scene using sensor fusion or using motion capture. A RGB-D labeling tool is developed to address these three problems. For the first problem, the tool is equipped with ICP to auto correct pose labeled by human in order to minimize the error. The reason for the second problem to happen is that when the object is occluded, the majority of the points around the previous pose do not belong to the object. Thus, the tool is equipped with a point remover to remove unrelated points. It is tested that ICP can perform accurately after removing background points in highly occluded cases. To address the third problem, the tool can be used when there is only one RGB-D image per frame. For fast labeling, for each frame, a suggested pose is presented on the screen by ICP. Since the results of ICP for nearby frames are usually correct, human annotators can skip frames when there are only small movements. Also, the tool is build on Rviz and Qt and can easily customize to other types of labeling problems.
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Literature Review

Realizing the difficulties of creating such data, annotation tools that are easily accessible and efficient have been made. In order to better understand what have been done and the problems we are still facing, the following two sections will include various labeling tools of RGB as well as RGB-D images and videos.

2.1 Image and Video Labeling Tools

A commonly used annotation tool LabelMe[6] was created in 2005 in order to facilitate computer vision researcher with a tool to share and label images. It has accumulated over 400,000 labeled objects as of 2009. It support both polygon and bounding box for spacial content labeling. However, it is slow since it does not have algorithms to provide human annotators with label suggestions.

VGG Image Annotator (VIA)[7] is a standalone annotation package that can run solely on a web browser. It allows human annotators to provide semantic meanings to selected region of images, videos and audios and to retrieve the data in plain text formats like JSON. The tool supports semi-automatic labeling in two stages in a group of images, automatic annotation provided by background computer vision algorithms like Faster R-CNN, and manual filtering by human annotators to filter, select and update automatic annotations. It is useful in identifying unique individuals in a image or video sequence.

Fluid Annotation[8], an human-machine annotation interface developed by Google, can be used to label full a image in a single pass with the help of strong machine-learning aids. The interface requires predefined set of classes that need annotation. Then a active set of non-overlapping masks, which act as the initial annotations, is provided by
a neural network. At last, human annotators can carry out a series of actions, such as changing mask label, adding or removing segments to the set and changing the depth order of the set, to generate accurate ground-truth data. This interface is tested to be 3 times more efficient than the LabelMe interface on the COCO+Stuff dataset.

Other than asking computer algorithms to provide annotation automatically, [9] suggested a way to create segmentation of an object by providing four extreme points on the object. In [10], it showed that using extreme clicking points to generate bounding boxes is 5 times faster than traditional methods while the quality of the boxes as well as the accuracy of a model trained on those boxes are as good as using ground-truth data gathered in original ways. Deep Extreme Cut (DEXTR) leverages output points and inferred bounding box using [10], as input, ResNet-101 as backbone and Deeplab-v2 model pre-trained on ImageNet to get the semantic segmentation of a selected object. The labeling cost for a single mask can be reduced from 79 seconds to 7.2 seconds. The masks produced using this methods are proven to have the similar quality as those generated by traditional methods.

2.2 RGB-D Labeling Tools

[11] showed an object oriented 3D Slam paradigm, SLAM++, which can estimate and track pose of a given object type relative to a fixed world frame and store historical camera pose in each time step. Given 3D model meshes of objects, SLAM++ utilized research of Drost et al.[12] to recognize 6 DoF poses of 3D objects by Point Pair Features (PPFs).

Nguyen el al.[13] proposed a 3D-2D interactive annotation tool aimed to enable faster labeling in a dense 3D scene. The tool first constructs a 3D scene mesh from RGB-D frames and match correspondent 2D pixels and 3D vertices for fast 2D and 3D segmentation switches. In the second step, the scene is automatically segmented using graph-based segmentation, dividing it into supervertices, and MRF-based segmentation, which merges supervertices using surface normals and colors. Then, users can refine those segments by merging nearby segments, extracting supervertices from segments
Marion et al. [14] suggested a novel pipeline, LabelFusion, to quickly generate large amount of high quality RGB-D data with pixelwise labels and object poses. The pipeline consists of five stages. First, multiple RGB-D frames are generated by hand-carried or automated arm-mounted cameras. Second, reconstruct the 3D scene from the collected RGB-D data, using ElasticFusion [15], which also provides camera pose tracking relative to the local reconstruction frame. Next, the third stage is to obtain meshes of the objects using scanners. The final stage requires human annotators to provide rough initial poses for each object by 3 clicks on the reconstructed scene points and on the object mesh. Then the program specifies an initial alignment of the mesh to the scene and cropped a pointcloud from the scene based on the alignment. Finally, the program perform ICP to refine the initial pose. Labels of later frames will then be automatically generated based on the camera pose from stage two.

Other than ICP, researchers proposed other algorithms to perform object pose estimation. In [16, 17], they used neural networks trained on RGB images to locate and crop out point clouds of selected objects. Then utilize ICP to estimate and align poses between cropped point clouds and object meshes.

Compared to RGB image labeling tools, RGB-D labeling tools have less varieties. Most of the RGB-D labeling tools are used in a controlled environment and can not adapt to changing conditions. [11, 13, 14] are only used when the camera moves and the objects remain stationary and many of the tasks nowadays requires moving objects and stationary cameras. In [14], they need reconstructed 3D scenes which will incur errors in reconstructions. Since the output poses rely on those scenes and the program provides no methods to alter the outputs of the program, they will have larger errors compare to human labeled poses. Pipelines provided in [16, 17] do not have reconstruction errors and are suitable for moving objects. However, training a neural network that can identify those objects also requires data, which still demands large amount of annotations, and it is especially difficult for objects with no texture and no distinguishable colors and shapes. The tool shown in this paper can work on both stationary and moving objects and it only requires RGB-D data and object meshes. The tool can refine
object poses on every frame as well as providing semi-automatic labeling suggestions from ICP to minimize human efforts.
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Label Generation Tool and Pipeline

The main contribution of this paper is a highly customizable tool GUI and an efficient labeling pipeline for RGB-D data. Section 3.1 will briefly introduce Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm, which is one of the main component of the tool. Section 3.2 will show components that the tool was built on. In section 3.3, the pipeline and main functions will be discussed.

3.1 Iterative Closest Point

Iterative Closest Point \cite{18, 19} is widely used to find transformation of two relatively close point clouds by minimizing the root squared error between the source point cloud and the reference point cloud. The algorithm requires source and reference point clouds and stopping criteria as input. Although it is optional to provide an initial transformation from the source to the reference for input, a good initial transformation will speed up the process and prevent convergence fail of the program. Given the inputs, the essential steps are as follows \cite{20}:

1. For each point in the source point cloud, find the closest point in the reference point cloud.

2. Estimate the transformation that best match the source points and their matches from previous step using root squared error.

3. Transform source points using the obtained transformation matrix.

4. Iterate the process from step 1 to 3.

The ICP algorithm is useful in two cases in the pipeline, to refine human annotated
poses for more accurate annotation and to predict next pose based on current pose of a certain object in order to reduce human labor.

3.2 Label Generation Tool

The tool is built on ROS Visualization (Rviz) and customized using Qt[21]. Rviz is a 3D visualizer that are commonly used to display point clouds, sensor data and state information from ROS. Qt is a widget toolkit for creating and customizing graphical user interfaces or cross-platform applications. All the functions shown below is connected to Qt widgets.

3.3 Label Generation Pipeline

Figure 3.1 exhibits the graphical interface of the tool and figure 3.2 shows the pipeline of the tool.

Figure 3.1: Graphical Interface of the Tool
The tool has nine functions and they will be demonstrated in the sections below.

### 3.3.1 Start

Before pressing the start button, two directories should be provided to the tool. The first one is Model Dir, which is the directory path to the mesh of the object. The second one is Root Dir, which is the root directory of the whole data set. In the root directory, there should be two folders, a ply folder that includes the point clouds of each scene and a icp_annotated_poses folder that contains transformation matrices of the model in each scene. If the icp_annotated_poses folder is empty, the initial transformation is a $4 \times 4$ identity matrix.

After selecting the directories, press the start button. The point clouds of the scene and the transformed model point clouds will be published to the topics /scene and
Figure 3.3 shows an example of the point cloud visualization. The white dots indicate current model’s pose in current frame. Users can pause the publisher, jump to certain frame or go straight to labeling.

### 3.3.2 Pause

By pressing the Pause Button, the program will stop publishing to the two topics. From this point, the program can resume publishing by pressing the Resume button, jump to certain frame, or start labeling by pressing the Label button as demonstrated in figure 3.4.

### 3.3.3 Jump

Users can enter frame number in the slot next to the Start button like in figure 3.5. When the ICP program is updating Poses, users can only jump to frames that have been updated.
3.3.4 Label

To label the current frame, press the label button and an interactive marker will pop as in figure 3.6. Users can move the model using the arrows and rotate the model using the rings. The new pose will be recorded but not saved until Update Later Frames’ Poses button is pressed.

3.3.5 ICP Correct

In order to reduce human annotation errors, an ICP Correct button can be used to run ICP on the label model point cloud and the scene point cloud. If users removed points from the scene, ICP correct will run ICP on the label model point cloud and the remain scene point cloud. An example is shown in figure 3.7.
3.3.6 Remove

while labeling frames with the highly occluded object, ICP Correct doesn’t work well or even doesn’t converge because of the noise incurred by the background points in the scene. Utilizing Selected Points Publisher provided by turbo-ros-pkg[22], users can select points in the region and publish them to the topic /rviz_selected_points. The program will subscribe to the topic and remove selected points. An example is shown in figure 3.8.

3.3.7 Undo

Before Removing selected points, current point cloud is stored. Users can recover removed points by pressing the Undo button and the publisher will publish previously stored point clouds.
3.3.8 Update Later Frames’ Poses

This function will update all later frames’ poses based on the label of the current pose using ICP. After pressing the Resume button, the publisher will start again. However, the publisher will only publish pose after it is updated by ICP. The program will be stopped when the Label button is pressed and will be resumed when the button is pressed again.
Figure 3.7: ICP Correct
(a) Select Points

(b) Remove Points

Figure 3.8: Remove
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Discussion and Conclusion

This paper introduces a novel tool to label RGB-D data in a frame by frame basis. The pipeline provided is easy to follow and is very efficient when labeling video sequences.

Since the tool is built on Rviz and Qt, it is easy to add or change background functions. For example, the ICP function can be substituted to other registration or tracking algorithms and users can use the tool for more accurate labeling or simply a visualization tool for testing. It can also adapt to scenes with 3D reconstruction, or enable multiple object labeling in a single pass.

We hope that this tool can lower the bar for RGB-D data labeling as well as simplifying its visualization process by demonstrating the simple tool interface and pipeline.
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